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Across

8 Enter stream in 
the river (8)

9 Casually went 
through 21 (6)

10 Twelve lots of 
monthly earning 
in this one (4)

11 Funny, it could 
be tiger or lion 
(5)

12 Is it for carrying 
records? (4)

13 Flesh curdling 
yelp , didn't 
begin - it might 
improve you (8)

16 Subject of 21 is 
sweet designs (6)

18 School over? It's 
brief (4)

20 You know where 
you are with this 
one (5)

21 Nasty smell, I 
agree (4)

22 First sailor 
arrives at boat 
(6)

23 It's not hard to 
support....... (8)

26 ....and no secrets 
with this one (4)

28 Concerning 
publicity on how 
one uses 21 (5)

30 It contains very 
little information 
(4)

31 Arms hidden in 
the is part of 21
(6)

32 Is it used to keep 
pupils healthy? 
(8)

Down

1 Broken space-
heater taken 
apart and used to 
catch mice (6)

2 You may be 
entertained at the 
end of it (4)

3 Top cover for a  
nursery heater 
(6)

4 Leading 
characters in 
play, rehearse a 
moment to 
transport (4)

5 Put odd blogs 
together, if you 
think they'll 
make you better 
(8)

6 Comforts child in 
bad natal 
condition (4)

7 Go round it's net 
and infiltrates 
(4,4)

14 A lot of sailors 
start loading in 
parts of yard (5)

15 Spheres of 
medicine - 5 
possibly (5)

17 In which to make 
babies  food? (5)

19 Leak a pop 
version of, 'One 
Day In May' 
(3,5)

20 Hated Deborah 
and got right 
upset (8)

24 In real life, 
steroids cam 
make things go 
bad (6)

25 I leave broken 
biscuit for 
painter (6)

27 Want last man 
here, beside 
stand (4)

29 Performing seal 
gets drinks (4)

30 One hundred 
cents/ That 
sounds dear! (4)


